Criteria for BT PHD shortlisting May 2019

**FA Category:** Valid JRF (ICMR/DBT/UGC/CSIR/INSPIRE JRF) + 1st class in Qualifying Degree.

**TA Category:**
- **MSc / BE / BTech**
  - GN – Gate Score >=500 + 1st class in Qualifying Degree
  - OBC-NC – Gate Score >= 450+ 1st class in Qualifying Degree
  - SC / ST – Gate Score >= 333.3+ above 55% in Qualifying Degree

- **MTech / MS / ME**
  - GN >= 95%
  - OBC NC >= 85.5%
  - SC/ST >= 63.3%

**PS:**
Candidates who have applied under PS category were only considered.
Candidates should have 6 months IITB exp + GATE Score >=400 (for GN, >= 360 for OBC-NC, >= 266.7 for SC/ST) OR 2 yrs Work experience (with 6 months IITB exp).

---

Criteria for BME PhD shortlisting May 2019

Candidates who have specified BME up to 5th option were only considered. % marks are of last qualifying exam or of previous exam considered in case of students who are presently appearing.

**MSc/BE/BTech/BPharm**
- GN – Gate Score >=600 + 1st class in Qualifying Degree
- OBC-NC – Gate Score >= 540+ 1st class in Qualifying Degree
- SC / ST – Gate Score >= 400 + above 55% in Qualifying Degree

**MBBS/MDS/MPTh/MVSc:** 1st class in Qualifying Degree

**ME/Mtech/MPharma**
- GN >= 80%
- OBC >= 72%
- SC/ST >= 55%

**FA**
- GN and OBC- 60%
- SC/ST - 55%

**SF**
Candidates who have applied under SF category and have MSc (Chemistry) background + 2yrs experience were only considered

**CT**
Candidates who have applied under CT category and have degree in BME/EE/ECE were only considered

For any queries, please write to: office.bio@iitb.ac.in